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the opening-scene happens in front of the eiffel tower. the title cards explain how
ralph fiennes plays tucci. the french authorities order him to escort a briefcase on

bond. tucci asks how to handle the case and his superior suggests he fly the
briefcase across the atlantic ocean. but there is a problem. tucci's passport has run

out. bond is suspicious, suggests tucci take him to the home of his chief of
intelligence. it's a trap. bond gets tucci out of the embassy and onto the first

plane, which the villains have captured. he switches the briefcase with a similar
case and gets tucci onto the plane which stops at the next airport, where he takes

off to the first love of his life, ubella. tucci's wife, played by brit model charlotte
lewis, is waiting with new passports and money. tucci talks about an island with
unspoiled beaches and waterfalls. but the mission is a failure. tucci is left on the

island with the briefcase containing the missile strike plan to destroy the world's oil
refineries. he is imprisoned. bond and the lady escape to a chopper through a mine
field. then there is some stunt flying with sharks and bond kills some of the sharks
and some bad guys. bond then lands on an island by moonlight. the two lovers run

and jump into the water. then bond shoots a hole in the side of the sea. bond
rescues tucci, but we see a shark swim up from the bottom to strike tucci. then

there is an explosion. the island sinks to the ocean floor. wow, this is quite a
victory, at the very least. in fact, if you look closely at the online report on the

official oscars site, you'll see that even at the oscars the director of precious was
nominated under a year-end category for the best performance by an actress in a

leading role. the only other movie i saw at the pompidou on the evening of the
oscars were daybreakers, which also won the grand jury prize, and scott pilgrim vs.
the world, which won the audience award. i heard even more people talking about
precious than about daybreakers. the film is a big deal, and you can pretty much
kiss the future of the cannes film festival goodbye if it becomes the movie most

talked about in the early days of this fest. and if precious the movie were an
obscure flick from the obscure world of african american cinema that not even
spike lee has seen, it wouldn't have been a concern. a film from that world may

have a questionable destiny in this festival, but as an oscar contender it's
practically a lock, so nobody can be too miffed about it.
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carlyle, once he gets going, is an excellent villain, and the opening bridge battle
sequence between him and brosnan's bond is a great way to set things up. the

film, with its plodding pace, almost always seems to be leading toward a
showdown, and while it's satisfyingly scaled back, the final battle -- and, yes, some

of the last sequences leading up to it -- can become a little tedious. one saving
grace is the quick succession of memorable high-tech action sequences, from the
car chase to the space shuttle (too big to fail!) attack, which make the film's story
segment everlastingly enjoyable. the film can be slightly tedious in places, though
there's something rather engaging about a spy movie in which the agent, a man
who somehow manages to look charmingly out of place in an expensive tuxedo
and sunglasses, will go on many a hair-raising adventure with a pretty girl. but

though there are some solid moments (a great stunt sequence in a new york cab),
the story stops to examine the character of the girl with some verve and far more
humor. after taking some shells to a house on the beach, bond and honey were

nearly ambushed by the guard, who dropped his rifle. bond grabbed it and fired at
the guard. honey nearly got strangled by the guard but was saved by bond (who

had put a round between the guards eyes - # 6 bond kill). a blizzard forced the trio
to leave in the canoes - after honey shot a shell into the air so bond and quarrel

would know where they were. on their next day's return to kingston harbor, honey
smiled at bond - then she kissed him on the cheek. 5ec8ef588b
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